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We address a long standing problem concerning the origin of bosonic excitations that strongly
interact with charge carriers. We show that the time-resolved pump–probe experiments are capable
to distinguish between regular bosonic degrees of freedom, e.g. phonons, and the hard-core bosons,
e.g., magnons. The ability of phonon degrees of freedom to absorb essentially unlimited amount of
energy renders relaxation dynamics nearly independent on the absorbed energy or the fluence. In
contrast, the hard core effects pose limits on the density of energy stored in the bosonic subsystems
resulting in a substantial dependence of the relaxation time on the fluence and/or excitation energy.
Very similar effects can be observed also in a different setup when the system is driven by multiple
pulses.

Solids are complex objects with different degrees of
freedom, hence the charge carriers are simultaneously
coupled to various types of bosonic excitations like
phonons, magnons, plasmons or others. The longstand-
ing problem in the studies on strongly correlated systems
is to single out the strongest, and thus probably the most
relevant interaction. However for many important mate-
rials, including the unconventional superconductors, we
are still seeking the answer to a more modest question,
whether the strongest coupling of charge carriers is to
phonons or to some kind of magnetic excitations. The
essential qualitative difference between these excitations
is that the latter ones are hard-core (HC) quasiparticles,
i.e. their spatial density is limited typically by one bo-
son per lattice site. It is rather clear that the HC effects
become important first in the vicinity of this bound, i.e.
when the energy density is of the order of the frequency
of the bosonic excitations. However, it might be impos-
sible to heat up the entire system to such high energies
since, e.g., the corresponding temperature may be too
close to the melting point. A very promising solution is
to excite only targeted degrees of freedom.

This solution is utilised in the recent time resolved pho-
toemission and optical spectroscopies, where one studies
ultrafast relaxation of a few highly excited charge carriers
[1–9]. These carriers lower high initial kinetic energy (of
the order of 1-2eV) in a narrow time-window, by emitting
many of most strongly coupled bosons. In the vicinity of
the excited charge carriers, the concentration of emitted
bosons may be high enough so that the HC effects be-
come visible.

In the majority of the recent theoretical papers, the
ultrafast relaxation of highly excited carriers has been
discussed separately for the couplings to phonons [10–24]
and to the magnetic excitations [25–28]. On the one
hand, the electron-phonon coupling is usually described
within the Holstein model by two independent param-
eters: the dimensionless coupling strength, λ and the
phonon frequency, ω. The electron-phonon interaction
is efficient in any dimension, hence it has been mostly
studied in the simplest case of the one-dimensional (1D)
systems. On the other hand, the coupling to the mag-

netic excitations is studied mainly within the Hubbard
or the t-J models. Each of the latter models contains
a single free parameter (U/t or J/t) which encodes the
coupling strength as well as the frequency of the exci-
tations. Since the spin and the charge degrees of free-
dom are separated in the 1D systems, relaxation due to
magnetic excitations should be studied at least in two
dimensions. Due to the essential differences between the
studied models, it is difficult to identify the distinctive
qualitative features of both mechanisms. In the present
work we fill this important gap. We compare the relax-
ation of charge carriers in two models, chosen such that
all the emerging differences are solely due to HC effects
of the bosonic excitations. We show that if the relaxation
is due to the coupling to HC bosons, then the relaxation
time shows pronounced dependence on the excitation en-
ergy and/or the density of excited carriers. The opposite
holds true for coupling do standard bosonic degrees of
freedom.
Model. We consider two models on a one-dimensional

ring with L sites, each containing a single electron. The
first one is the Holstein model (HM) while the second
is a HC boson model (HCM) where phonon degrees of
freedom are replaced by hard core bosons. Hamiltonians
of both models have a very similar structure:

Hsys = Hkin +Hbos +Hint, (1)

where individual part of Hsys are as follows:

Hkin = −t0
∑
j

(
eiφ(t)c†jcj+1 + h.c.

)
Hbos = ω

∑
j

b†jbj , (2)

Hint = −g
∑
j

c†jcj(b
†
j + bj),

(3)

where t0 is the hopping amplitude, cj is a fermion annihi-
lation operator on site j and bj represents either phonon
or HC boson. There is at most one HC boson per site,
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hence b†i b
†
i = 0. This restriction shows up in specific

commutation relations [bi, b
†
j ] = δij(1−2b†i bi) for the lat-

ter operators. For clarity of comparison we introduce
identical dispersion-less frequency ω and coupling g for
phonons and HC bosons alike. The φ(t) represents the
phase gained by the electron as it hops between succes-
sive sites. It is used to pump energy into the system as
described in the last part of this work. We measure time
in units ~/t0 and set ~ = 1.

We solve both models using the Lanczos-based diago-
nalization defined within a limited functional space (LFS)
to obtain the ground state as well as for the time evolu-
tion. The generation of the LFS efficiently selects states
with different phonon configurations in the vicinity of the
electron thus enabling numerically exact solution of the
polaron problem at zero–temperature [29, 30], and it is
well-suited also to describe polaron systems far from the
equilibrium [10, 21, 31, 32]. A detailed description of this
numerical approach can be found in Ref. [31].

In the first part of this work we start the time evolu-
tion from the free electron wavefunction at a given wave

number k, |ψ0(t = 0)〉 = c†k|0〉 where |0〉 represents vac-
uum state for electrons and bosons. We choose the initial
kinetic energy of the electron Ekin(t = 0) = −2t0 cos(k)
to be much larger than the ground-state EGS

kin of the po-
laron. We then perform the time evolution under Hsys,
Eq. 1, to obtain the wavefunction |ψ(t)〉 of the system.
This approach simulates polaron formation starting from
a free electron with variable (possibly very high) initial
kinetic energy.

In Fig. 1(a) we present comparison of Ekin(t) =
〈Hkin(t)〉 of HM and HCM for different values of ini-
tial k. In all cases we observe a decrease of Ekin(t)
towards a quasi steady state values Ēkin that remain
consistently above their respective ground-state values
EGS

kin. We should stress that the total energy of the
system Esys remains constant during the time evolution
and it equals the initial value of the kinetic energy, i.e.
Esys = Ekin(t = 0). The decrease of Ekin(t) is thus in-
timately connected to the increase of the phonon or HC
boson energy. The main difference between the models
under consideration is that phonon degrees of freedom
can absorb in principle an infinite amount of energy while
HC bosons can absorb at most ω of energy per site. For
small k , i.e. k = π/2 and 5π/8, relaxation dynamics of
HM and HCM are nearly indistinguishable. For larger
values of k ≥ 3π/4, however, relaxation of the HM seems
to be substantially faster than that of the HCM.

In Fig. 1(c) we present the central result of this work,
that is, the comparison of relaxation times τHM and
τHCM of the HM and HCM, respectively as a function
of the excitation energy that is defined as a difference
between the initial kinetic energy of the electron and
the average kinetic energy in the quasi steady state:
∆ = Ekin(t = 0) − Ēkin. We found a relatively weak
dependence of relaxation times τHM on ∆ in particu-
lar, there is no abrupt raise of τHM at large values of
∆. In contrast, much more pronounced dependence on
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FIG. 1. Panel (a): Ekin(t) vs. time t for different values
of k. Dashed (full) lines represent results for HM (HCM).
Other parameters of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2 are ω = 0.5,
g =
√

0.5 and the size of the system with periodic boundary
conditions is L = 16. Unless otherwise specified, identical
parameters were used in all subsequent figures. The phase
is set to φ(t) = 0 in all figures except in Fig 3. Panel (b):
the dependence of ∆ on the wave number k of the initial
free electron wavefunction. Panel (c): Relaxation time τHM

(τHCM) for HM (HCM) vs. excitation energy ∆, extracted
from data presented in panel (a) using the following analyti-

cal form Ekin(t) = aexp(−
√

(t/τ)2 + b2 + b)+c, for details of
fitting see also Ref. [33, 34]. Error bars in (b) and (c) corre-
spond to threefold standard deviation. Errors in specifying ∆
are due to small time fluctuation of Ekin(t) in the long-time
limit.

∆ is found in the case of τHCM. We observe a sharp up-
turn of τHCM for larger values of ∆ signalling a significant
slowing down of the relaxation process in the HCM. In
contrast, at small ∆ ∼ 1.5, τHCM approaches τHM. The
dependence of ∆ on the wave vector k is presented in
Fig. 1(b).

To gain a deeper understanding of the different re-
laxation processes in models under the investigation, we
computed the average number of bosonic excitations per

site, given by nbos = 〈ψ(t)|∑i b
†
i bi|ψ(t)〉/L. We first

note that there is no upper bound on nbos in the HM
case. In contrast, there is a formal upper bound nbos ≤ 1
in the HCM while already twice smaller concentration
nbos = 0.5 is reached in the limit of infinite tempera-
ture. As it is shown in Fig. 2(a), nbos in the HM keeps
increasing with increasing k, whereas we observe signs of
saturation in the HCM case as nbos moves closer to its
infinite–temperature value nbos = 0.5 at maximal excita-
tion energy reached at k = π.

In order to estimate the density of magnetic excita-
tions in the existing pump–probe experiments we follow
Ref. [9]. It was reported that the pump pulse with the
fluence 700µJ/cm2 excites in cuprates approximately one
charge carrier with energy 2.5eV per 100 Cu atoms. Tak-
ing the relevant exchange interaction J=0.11eV and the
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FIG. 2. In panel (a): average number of bosonic excitations
per-site nbos vs. t for different values of k corresponding to
different ∆ as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Dashed (full) lines repre-
sent results for the HM (HCM). The horizontal line indicates
the infinite–temperature value of nbos in the HCM. In panels
(b) and (c): the spread of bosonic excitations γ(j, t) for the
HM and HCM, respectively, for k = π. Dashed white lines
represent the Lieb Robinson bound as described in the text.
To facilitate a straightforward comparison between models,
identical colour coding was used in both panels.

ground state energy of the two–dimensional Heisenberg
model -0.67J/site [35] one finds that heating the mag-
netic subsystem from zero to infinite temperature re-
quires the energy density 0.07eV/site which is roughly
three times larger than applied in Ref. [9] .

However, the HC effects may become important al-
ready for nbos � 1/2 when the concentration of bosons
is high only locally, in the vicinity of the charge carrier.
In order to study such scenario, we present in Figs. 2(b)
and (c) surface plots of the correlation function

γ(j, t) = 〈ψ(t)|
∑
i

c†i cib
†
i+jbi+j |ψ(t)〉. (4)

γ(j, t) enables us to follow the spread of bosonic degrees
of freedom during the time evolution. At short times,
t <∼ 5 and small intensities, γ(j, t) <∼ 0.1, we observe a
similar spread of the front of bosonic excitations away
from the electron position at j = 0. This spread is given
by the Lieb-Robinson’s velocity (i.e., the maximal speed
at which information propagates) that in both models
equals the maximal velocity of a free electron vLR = 2t0.
Since bosons of both types are dispersionless, the ob-
served velocity is due to the electron that moves away
from the bosonic excitation. At later times and larger
intensities we observe a qualitative difference in γ(j, t)
between both models. In the HM there is an excess of
extra phonon excitations at and in the close proximity
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FIG. 3. Kinetic energy Ekin, phonon energy Eph and
hard core boson energy EHCB vs time in (a). Dashed (full)
lines represent results for the HM (HCM). ω = g = 0.75,
and L = 16 was used in this particular case. Note that
the upper limit of EHCB, reached at infinite temperature, is
Emax

HCB = Lω/2 = 6. Multiple spikes in Ekin are due to step-
like jumps in the phase φ(t) = π/2

∑3
l=0 θ(t − l∆t) where

∆t = 25 and θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. In (b) we
present relaxation time τ with squares (full circles) for the
HM (HCM), extracted from the relaxation of Ekin(t) in dis-
tinct time intervals between successive step-like changes of
φ(t).

of the electron’s position. In contrast, the HCM case
bosonic degrees of freedom spread much more uniformly
throughout the entire system. This represents the main
mechanism that causes substantial slowing down of re-
laxation in HCM at larger values of ∆. As ∆ increases
far beyond the typical bosonic frequency, ∆ >∼ ω0, in a
semiclassical picture, the charge has to travel ever larger
distance to dispose off the excess energy.

We have demonstrated that the HC effects slow down
the relaxation of highly exited charge carriers. There-
fore, the future experiments showing the relaxation time
vs. the excitation energy may shed light on the type of
bosons, which are most strongly coupled to the carriers.
However, in the majority of the experimental setups it
is easy to tune the density of photoexcited carriers (e.g.,
by changing the fluence) but not necessarily their energy.
Direct numerical simulations of the former problem can-
not be carried out within the present model with a single
charge carrier. However, we expect that a qualitatively
similar picture may be obtained from the studies of a
slightly different experimental setup when a charge car-
rier is driven by multiple pulses. The discussed scenario
should hold independently of whether the bosons are ex-
cited by a single or various charge carriers. At the end,
what matters for the hard–core effects is the density of
the bosons and not their source.

In Fig. 3(a) we show how the relaxation changes upon
applying subsequent pulses to HM and HCM. We have
simulated this case by starting the time evolution from
the polaron ground state wavefunction at t = 0−, fol-
lowed by successive step-like jumps in the phase φ(t) as
described in the caption of Fig. 3. Each jump in φ(t)
causes an abrupt jump of Ekin followed by a relaxation
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FIG. 4. Primary relaxation times τp of a generalised
model containing both phonon as well as HC boson degrees
of freedom with identical frequencies ωphon = ωHCbos = 0.5,
respectively, but different coupling constants: λHCbos =
g2HCbos/2ωt0 = 0.5 and λphon = g2phon/2ωt0 = 0.1 (full line)
and λHCbos = 0.1 and λphon = 0.5 (dashed line). Smaller
system with L = 12 sites has been used in this case.

process in which a decrease in Ekin is followed by the in-
crease of the corresponding boson energy. In the HCM,
the relaxation after succeeding pulses becomes visibly
slower as the density of excited hard–core bosons be-
comes comparable with its value at infinite temperature,
i.e. Emax

HCM/L = ω/2, see also the caption in Fig. 3 In
contrast, relaxation in the HM does not show any sub-
stantial dependence on the number of preceding pulses.
This is clearly seen in Fig. 3(b) where we present relax-
ation times for both models as extracted from the fitting
procedure as described in Ref. [33] in distinct time inter-
vals.

To test wether the distinction between phonon and HC
boson degrees of freedom is possible in a more realis-
tic situation, we have investigated relaxation dynamics
of a generalised Holstein-HC-boson model where a sin-
gle electron is concurrently coupled to phonon and HC
boson degrees of freedom. In such case one finds two re-
laxation times [33] that may differ by several orders of
magnitude [4]. Here we focus on the shortest one, de-
noted as the primary relaxation time τp, shown in Fig. 4.
In the case when coupling to HC boson degrees of free-
dom is dominant, we observe a strong increase of τp with
increasing ∆, while τp remains weakly dependent on ∆
when coupling to phonon degrees of freedom is dominant.
Results on the generalized Holstein-HC model demon-
strate that when the primary relaxation is dominated
by a single bosonic excitation, the fluence–dependence of
the primary relaxation time brings to light whether this
particular mode represents standard bosons or hard–core
particles.

In summary, we propose a simple mechanism to dis-
tinguish between two different classes of bosonic excita-

tions that are responsible for the primary (fastest) re-
laxation mechanism of a photo excited charge carrier in
time-resolved pump-probe experiments. The proposed
mechanism is based on the recognition that phonon de-
grees of freedom can absorb essentially unlimited amount
of energy while in contrast, the hard core effects, typical
for e.g. magnon excitations, pose strict limits on the
density of absorbed energy. For this reason the relax-
ation dynamics of the charge carrier coupled to phonon
degrees of freedom very weakly depends on the excita-
tion energy, while the opposite is true when the charge
carrier is coupled to HC boson excitations. In the lat-
ter case the relaxation becomes less effective when the
absorbed energy approaches the typical HC boson fre-
quency, i.e. ∆ ∼ ω. The density of excited bosons can
be tuned either by changing the fluence of a single pump–
pulse, or by driving the system by multiple pulses. In the
latter case the time span between the first and the last
pulses should be significantly smaller than the secondary
relaxation time when other, weakly coupled degrees of
freedom start to influence the relaxation process.

To gain clear distinction between the two different
cases, we performed simulations on nearly identical mod-
els containing either Einstein phonons or dispersionless
HC bosons. However, in more realistic systems disper-
sionless HC bosons should be replaced by, e.g., disper-
sive magnetic excitations with a given magnon velocity
vmag. Still, even in this case the slowing down of relax-
ation due to HC effects is expected in two spacial dimen-
sions when ∆ ∼ ω(vmagτ)2. Up to our best knowledge,
the predictions of this work have not been yet tested ex-
perimentally. However, the very recent experiments on
cuprates show significant fluence–dependence of the re-
laxation times (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [8]) . The HC effects
should be important for the relaxation of states far above
the Fermi energy, when the excitation energies are larger
than the boson frequency. Contrary to this, the relax-
ation of states in the vicinity of the Fermi energy may
be quite different. It should not be affected by the HC
effects and may involve different bosonic excitations [8].
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